
Item no.: 389747

SK2000PLUS-B - High braid coaxial cable A 1.04.6 mm 250 m unwinding box

from 98,30 EUR
Item no.: 389747

shipping weight: 0.10 kg
Manufacturer: Televes

Product Description
RG-6 coaxial cable with solid copper inner conductor for optimum digital transmission. 135dB typ. Shielding rating, 168 cores tinned copper, triple shielded and coverage >82%,
therefore very high protection against interference signals. Low attenuation (29 dB @ 2100 MHz), suitable for long distances.Highlights- Solid copper inner conductor- Class A++-
EU fire protection class EcaFeatures- Colour: white, PVC jacket- 75 Ohm impedance- 250 m Rollbox®Good to knowRollbox®: practical and environmentally friendly packaging for
the cable professionalThe Rollbox® is a practical packaging concept that was developed to save installation time and enable the cables to be unrolled smoothly and quickly. In
addition, transporting the cable is effortless thanks to the integrated, reinforced handles. In addition, the packaging remains intact as it does not need to be opened to unroll the
cable.The Rollbox® is also a responsible and environmentally friendly alternative thanks to its production from recycled, ecological cardboard and screen printing with biological
ink.3-triple shielded class A++ coaxial cablesDue to the triple shielding, these cables offer the highest level of protection against interference radiation, e.g. caused by LTE/4G
signals.Fulfils shielding class A++ according to EN 50117:- At 5 MHz - 30 MHz => TI < 0.9 m?/m- At 5 MHz - 1000 MHz => SA > 105 dB- At 1000 MHz - 2000 MHz => SA > 95 dB-
At 2000 MHz - 3000 MHz => SA > 85 dBThe transfer impedance determines how effective the shielding is at low frequencies and the shielding attenuation is defined in the
frequency range of 30 MHz-3000 MHz.
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